Sparta Area Schools

Project is 68% Complete

WORK IN PROGRESS

Past Weeks
- Exterior brick is installing quickly
- Exterior windows on unit C
- Roof blocking for final section of roofing.
- Ductwork in locker rooms

Upcoming Weeks
- More roofing over unit B to start Jan 6th.
- Entry Canopy to start in the next week or so.
- Prime and first coat unit C bulkheads/ceilings
- Continue to pull low voltage cabling in unit C

PROJECT MANAGEMENT UPDATE

Safety
- This week’s safety talk was “PPE” Personal protective equipment is a requirement on any jobsite.

Schedule
- The project is on schedule.

Other Progress
- Materials are being procured for the upcoming work.
- MEPs are ongoing throughout the building
- Cornice work is being completed on unit B
- Ice storage tanks have been set in place
- Fire alarm wire is pulled into classrooms in unit C